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A beauty salon is a place where we go to unwind and pamper ourselves. It becomes a joyful
experience to enter a salon that has an inspiring dÃ©cor that just lifts your mood for the day. A beauty
salon has to be inviting so that the customers get attracted to visit the salon again and again! But,
you donâ€™t have to go over the top with decorations, just need to implement a few fresh ideas and
clear the clutter! Think before starting the dÃ©cor of your salon - what is it that you want for your salon
and how you want your salon to look?

Firstly choose a theme for your salon that reflects the services that you offer and, suits the taste of
your clients. If you serve rural clients then a homely dÃ©cor would suit their taste but if you serve a
modern and urban clientele then a sleek and modern look is the need of the hour. Choose colors,
furniture and accessories in sync with your theme.

Lighting of the salon room is of primary importance, as you have to get involved in a lot of work that
requires utmost care and precision. If the lighting is poor then your work will get affected. So
illuminate the room brightly to create a relaxing and comfortable environment. Fluorescent lights are
a popular choice for the beauty salon as they are unflattering and are quite bright. To soothe the
mood of the clients, place decorative wall sconces and floor lamps wherever possible and make it
bright and upbeat!

Decorate the room with mirrors as your clients would want to check themselves with the new
makeover. So mirrors are the only thing that will reflect your work. Dump the boring and traditional
mirrors and go for modern and decorative mirrors that are available in wood and metal designer
frames.

Furniture is the soul of any place and just canâ€™t be ignored. Do away with all the boring furniture and
bring in the latest styles and designs of decorative veneer, wood veneer or laminate veneer. If you
want a contemporary look to your place then decorating with laminates will be the best option.

Greendecowood offers a wide range of options in decorative veneer to dÃ©cor the furniture of your
salon like wood veneer and laminate veneer. These products are quite sturdy and come with a
smooth finishing, and add to the aesthetic appeal of your salon! Your salon will soon become the
most visited place of your clients!
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